Yes, apparently, Christianity helps Whites survive quite a lot. Especially if one thinks about it in depth. It all has a base.

"Three of the world's major religions -- the monotheist traditions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam -- were all born in the Middle East and are all inextricably linked to one another. Christianity was born from within the Jewish tradition, and Islam developed from both Christianity and Judaism."

All these programs have been developed from Jews and Judaism. From their own mouth:


"Some call it communism, I call it Judaism." Rabbi Stephen Samuel Wise (March 17, 1874 - April 19, 1949)

Simply put: These programs are the spiritual ground of the political grounds for Communism, which is the political name of the idea behind the Jews ruling the planet.

In the words of Adolf Hitler:
"Judaism, Christianity, Bolshevism are all bound together. Comrades in agitation, born tools of decay, they possess the same talent to destroy the natural structure of society. Bolshevism is the historical and logical continuation of Christianity. It realizes on a technical level what Christianity has done on a metaphysical level."

Wow, so Christianity is Judaism, both of which are merely Communism? How so?

Like that:

"Galatians 3:28 (ESV): There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is no male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus."
Christianity is Communism, both of which are JUDAISM:


Sounds like the destruction of identities of all kinds, even the crushing of the genders and races, all into one big smelting pot, doesn't it. All from the supposed "lord" and "protector" of the "White Race", according to some illiterate and stuck Christen-Doomer imbeciles. Investigating the issue more...

How can this be a part of the Identity of the White man? So technically, the White world believes in Jewsus, who was a jew.

In Jewsus's own words:

"Matthew 5:16,17,18

17 In the same way, let your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven. 18 Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them, but to fulfill them. 19 For I tell you truly, until heaven and earth pass away, not a single jot, not a stroke of a pen, will disappear from the Law until everything is accomplished...."

Law = Jewish law, Torah = Root of Judaism.
The "Accomplishment":

Part of this Accomplishment:

"We [Jews] intend to turn Europe into a mixed race of Asians and Negros ruled over by the Jews"

Jewish EU 'founding father' Richard Coudenhove-Kårgård in 'Praktischer Idealismus' 1925
Praying to this jew will seriously help to solve the issue of the destruction of the White Race. After all, the jews wrote such in the bible. They must be honest in it. The jew is well known for their honesty after all. "Rabbi Yehushua" is going to save Whites. No question about it. After all, it’s what the jews say.

"Pope Tells EU Nations To Tear Down Migrant Walls"

WELCOME RAPEFUGEES!!! Exactly as the Bible and Feminism says so.

The reasoning behind all this: "We are doing the right thing guys, the jews will be proud of us killing our own people. We will be culturally enriched and pay for our sins against Mankind. Maybe in the end we will be "ONE" under christ. The jews said the world will live in peace after it. After all, rape, death, humiliation and destruction of our Race is sensible. It's just a transitory phase to "world peace", in ONE world under the jew. We Whites
have been the bad guys (see Hitler and the 6 trillion), Social Marxist jewish historians say. We will all be Enriched and be One Under "God". All must become "one" under "Christ" after all. Or just the jew if you don't believe in Christ. Or mohammed. Whatever. All "ONE" will we be.

Coming for Enrichment, because apparently Blacks are under extinction and everyone is endangered. Except of Whites of course. They are all Nazis and they must be assimilated.

Bring the jew troops in. They are poor and persecuted, all males:
Then daily life becomes this:

"I killed them because they were White - *WARNING, VERY GRAPHIC*"

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004048/http://www.14words.net/2013/07/i-killed-them-because-they-were-white.html

"Three Somali men who gang-raped white 16-year-old girl in bathroom of hotel where they had stayed to celebrate Eid are jailed for 30 years

Read more:


"Until its complete extermination or loss of national status, this racial trash always becomes the most fanatical bearer there is of counter-revolution, and it remains that. That is because its entire existence is nothing more than a protest against a great historical revolution. ... The next world war will cause not only reactionary classes and dynasties, but also entire reactionary peoples, to disappear from the earth. And that too is progress".

- Karl Marx
Marx, was the son of a Rabbi from a Rabbinical Family. He refers to Whites that oppose the "jewish revolution" (World Communism) as "Racial trash". Why though? Because it's the opinion of all Jews and his opinion is no different:

"GOYIM WERE BORN ONLY TO SERVE US... They have no place in the world, only to serve the people of Israel...

Why are Gentiles needed? THEY WILL WORK. THEY WILL PLOW, THEY WILL REAP. WE WILL SIT LIKE AN EFFENDI AND EAT. THAT IS WHY GENTILES WERE CREATED." (Israel's foremost Rabbi, Ovadia Yosef: Jerusalem Post - 18 October 2010)

The classes and the races, too weak to master the new conditions of life, must give way.* […] They must "perish in the revolutionary holocaust"**

Karl Marx

"The Revolution which MUST take place [...] Jews are going to be at the Center of that. " - Barbara Spectre, Founder of Paideia, Sweden

Which jews are going to be at the CENTER of that? All prominent jews.

Jews, dead, alive and nonexistent, like Rabbi Yashua/Jesus, Karl Marx, Pope Francis, Vladimir Jewtin, Angela Merkel, Andrea Dworkin (queen of feminism) are going to be at the center of that. How come are they all together?

They are all jews, pushing for the "Revolution" which will make their "Race", what their prominent figures believe they are: "Divine Gods of the Planet", over the Races of "Insects" (Gentiles). It will be their "Salvation" over us:
To make this easier, the Jews have understood that there are only two ways this can possibly go:

**Racism:**  Preserve everyone

=  **Strong people.**  **Jew Loses**

**Multiculturalism:**  Mix everyone

Keep Racemixing until the "desired" being is created:

=  **Weak people.**  **Jew Wins**

"The key to solving the social problems of our age is to abolish the white race"

Dr. Noel Ignatiev
"Social problems" = Jewish problems and obstacles to world domination. I.e., Whites and others who resist them.

So, let's breed them out of existence and kill all of them. Why do all jews do this together? Simple:

"The Jewish people as a whole will become its own Messiah. It will attain world domination by the dissolution of other Races... Thus, will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled.” - Baruch Levy, letter to Karl Marx

How are they doing this right now? By their programs of christianity, Islam, feminism, liberalism, multiculturalism, taking world governments etc. etc. And of course, by supposed "Immigration" or just brutal warfare:

Why did Immigration happen? "Arab Spring" and "ISIS". The rise of "Islam", which is a jewish program, instigated by the "ISIS" who are a group of jewish agents behind this "Arab Spring":

"ISIS" and related terrorist groups run by jews- proof.

So the Europeans and other Whites have to pay for the problems of the Jewish wars, because they believe in shit like this, said by Jewsus:

"Matthew 25:35-36 (ESV): For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I was in prison and you came to me."

This is what they get in return:

"Immigrants throw away the food and water that people have given them"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NY9HYV3ZNqA
"Matthew 6:19-21 (ESV): Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also."

Well. Heaven for them is the West as it seems. And Treasure is the hard worked money of Western Countries. That they get for free from welfare. Because they are poor and persecuted. All Whites are Nazis and they must pay this money.

Muslim immigrants in Finland: "We Want Money"

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722004048/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKRI4SjHV8k
[Note: link no longer available]

What about people who question "God" and the "King" which is the jewish controlled states?

"Thou didst blaspheme God and the king. And then carry him out, and stone him, that he may die." -1 Kings 21:10

The jews want this revolution... There is also another Revolution that can take place... Rip off all their programs from the back of the White Race and all of Humanity, that has suffered so sorely due to them:
The only REAL Solution for saving the World and its real Racial Diversity:

We don't need no jewish religions, ethics or plans. We are Gentiles have we have our own religious Pagan (named collectively as "Satanism" by our enemies) religion.

https://www.joyofsatan.org/

Hitler was a Satanist:


Third Reich and Christianity:


https://www.joyofsatan.org/
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